
Course Outcome and Objectives (Political Science)

Our Outcomes

In general, Political Science education provides learners with knowledge and skills needed to
prepare for a professional career as a teacher, administrator, political scientists, lawyers etc. It
also provides ground knowledge about the basics of political education (it gives political
training). It trains about the politics and government at local, state, national and global levels.

B.A Honour /General Course Outcomes

Introduction
theory

to Political Science and To understand the concepts of Political
Science and to have a knowledge about the
significance of Political Science.

Comparative Government and Politics To understand the comparative analysis of
various government or political system of
the countries like USA, UK, China, and
France. It helps them to critically analyses
about the advantages and disadvantages of
that political system with Indian political
system/

Indian polity and Constitution The study of Indian Political System
conveys the whole body of knowledge to the
students about Indian Government and
Politics. This encourages the students to
Think and analyses about the politics o four
Nation.



Political thinkers, Philosophers and
ideologies

It enables the students to learn the ideas of
great Political Thinkers of ancient as well
as modern period. To understand the
concept of Communitarians,
Multiculturalism, Liberalism etc.
Multiculturalism is a situation in which all
the different cultural or racial groups in a
society have equal Rights and
opportunities. It helps the students to
understand the importance of equality of
different cultures.

Public administration It helps to understand about Organization,
mode, structure of Civil Service and also
enables the Students to have knowledge
about Budget preparation and Execution.

Introduction to International Relations It inculcates knowledge of various
concepts of International Relations for
example Collective Security, Balance of
Power etc. It also helps to understand
various process of International Relation. It
studies about UNO which is the only
oneInternational Organization
functioning for the maintaining of
International Peace and Security.

Human Rights in comparative
Perspectives

According to the present condition of
society and increasing rate of human rights
violation, the paper offers general
understanding of human rights since from
its basic concepts emerged in the writing of
John Lock who presented idea of Natural
Rights. Besides, different notion and
concepts of individual’s rights and its
protection in the Indian Constitution, the
African and the Australian Constitution are
also dealt briefly.


